Predicting effective continuous positive airway pressure in sleep apnea using an artificial neural network.
Mathematical formulas have been less than adequate in assessing the optimal continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) level in patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). The objectives of the study were (1) to develop an artificial neural network (ANN) using demographic and anthropometric information to predict optimal CPAP level based on an overnight titration study and (2) to compare the predicted pressures derived from the ANN to the pressures computed from a previously described regression equation. A general regression neural network was used to develop the predictive model. The derivation cohort included 311 consecutive patients who underwent CPAP titration at a University-affiliated Sleep Center. The model was validated subsequently on 98 participants from a private sleep laboratory. The correlation coefficients between the optimal pressure determined by the titration study and the predicted pressure by the ANN were 0.86 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.83-0.88; p<0.001) for the derivation cohort and 0.85 (95% CI 0.78-0.9; p<0.001) for the validation cohort, respectively. Whereas there was no significant difference between the optimal pressure obtained during overnight polysomnography and the predicted pressure estimated by the ANN (p=0.4), the estimated pressure derived from the regression equation underestimated the optimal pressure in both the derivation and the validation group, respectively. The optimal CPAP level predicted by the ANN provides a more accurate assessment of the pressure derived from the historic regression equation.